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The Cluster-II mission by the European Space Agency consists of four identical spacecraft studying Earth’s
magnetosphere and its interaction with the solar wind. One major aspect of mission operations is the planning
and scheduling of ground station passes to downlink collected data. These plans are created manually in
time-consuming trial-and-error approaches, considering a vast number of constraints and competing goals.
Previous attempts for automatic scheduling based on artificial intelligence performed significantly worse
than manual plan creation. This paper proposes to combine human experience with modern constrained
optimisation tools to improve and shorten the planning process by a semi-automated recommendation system
with enhanced, interactive visual planning support. A user study showcased that the recommendation system
significantly reduces the required planning time for both experienced and inexperienced users. Furthermore,
a long-term comparison of historic schedules and automatic plan generation on the same data highlights the
applicability of the proposed system to automatically generate valid schedules.
Keywords: Scheduling, Planning, Recommendation Systems, Optimisation
1. Introduction
Launched in the year 2000, the Cluster-II mission
is among the oldest flying missions at the European
Space Agency (ESA). The four spacecraft making up
the mission fly in a close formation on a highly elliptical orbit and carry several instruments to study
Earth’s magnetosphere and its interaction with the
solar wind [1]. The spacecraft are operated from the
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), where
the Flight Control Team (FCT) conducts routine and
contingency operations and manages the downlink of
scientific data through a set of ground stations provided through the European Space Tracking Network
(ESTRACK).
The scheduling of ground station passes for space
missions is usually done by the operators of a ground
station network. The different missions using one
specific network provide the network operators with
a list of their requirements. The operators take all requests they receive from all missions to create a schedule using dedicated tools and algorithms (cf. [2]). But
scheduling the passes for ESA’s Cluster mission is
more challenging than for other missions due to the
unusual orbit as well as the way data is produced
and stored onboard, where certain science operations
SpaceOps–2021–6,x1294

may either completely prevent simultaneous passes or
limit the downlink data rate. In addition to that, the
spacecraft are now well beyond their planned lifetime
and some components underwent heavy degradation,
imposing further constraints on the scheduling problem. Eventually, it has become infeasible to have the
scheduling done by the ground station network operator due to the significant number of requirements.
Instead, the scheduling is currently done manually
by a member of the FCT in a process relying on experience and requiring trial-and-error approaches [3].
There have been previous efforts to automate this
process by using artificial intelligence (AI) [3, 4, 5].
Due to the vast number of different constraints, however, the solutions generated by the AI-based tool
were worse than the solutions created by the human
planner [3]. Therefore, the AI tool is not being used
in routine operations and, instead, the schedules are
still created manually.
In contrast to fully automated approaches, this
work proposes to combine available human experience with modern constrained optimisation tools.
The scheduling process is improved by an interactive recommendation system and an enhanced, intuitive user interface. We present the prerequisites
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for the application of such a recommendation system,
including the representation of spacecraft behaviour
and ground station visibilities, and formalise them in
an optimisation problem. Based on a user study, in
which members of the FCT created plans for several
weeks, we found that the time required to create a
plan for a certain time period is significantly shorter
when using the recommendation system compared to
the manual approach for both experienced and inexperienced planners.
In particular, we make the following contributions:
• We present a novel, semi-automated recommendation system for scheduling ground station
passes within a highly constrained environment.
Optimal passes are identified by solving the formalised problem functions with state-of-the-art
constrained optimisation tools using a sliding
window approach.
• The recommendation system is integrated as an
interactive component in a visually enhanced
version of the timeline visualisation tool OpsWeb, which provides planners with intuitive recommendations and the required information to
improve and shorten the planning process.
• The benefits of the recommendation system on
this process are highlighted in a user study with
participants from the FCT. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the quality of calculated recommendations by automatically generating plans with
historic data and comparing these recommendation plans against the manually generated historic schedules based on the same data.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, the Cluster-II mission and some of the constraints on the Cluster pass scheduling problem are
introduced. Section 3 gives an overview of related
work on scheduling problems and recommendation
systems. In Section 4, the design and implementation
of the recommendation system is explained. This includes the configuration of the user interface, as well
as a description of the algorithm used to generate recommendations. Section 5 describes the evaluation of
the system by a user study and a comparison to historic data. Finally, Section 6 summarises this work
and suggests further improvements and future work.
2. The Cluster-II Mission

consists of four identical spacecraft flying in a close
tetrahedral constellation in a highly elliptical polar
orbit, ranging from a height of about 20 000 km to
about 110 000 km, studying the interaction of the solar wind with Earth’s magnetosphere. Initially proposed in 1982, the satellites were launched on the
maiden flight of the new Ariane 5 rocket in 1996.
However, this flight was not successful and resulted
in a break-up of the booster after 37 seconds. After
this setback, ESA decided that the potential science
return of the mission was so important that rebuilding the destroyed satellites would be worth the additional cost. The four newly built satellites were
then launched in pairs of two on two Soyuz rockets in
July and August 2000 as the Cluster-II∗ mission [1].
Initially intended to last two years, the mission has
been extended multiple times and it is still running
and producing valuable scientific data today.
The scheduling of ground station passes for the
downlink of scientific data from the Cluster spacecraft is subject to a variety of different requirements
and constraints. One of the main issues is the limited
storage space of the onboard mass memory, which
will result in a loss of scientific data if a downlink is
not possible in time and the storage overflows. Additionally, the monetary cost to use ground stations
for data downlink should be kept low and, therefore,
the goal is to downlink all data in as little time as
possible. The Cluster spacecraft can downlink data
in two different modes, high bitrate (hbr) and low bitrate (lbr). The available data rate depends on the
link budget, which varies significantly, depending on
the ground station used and the position of the spacecraft in the highly elliptical orbit. The satellites carry
a High Power Amplifier (HPA), which, when enabled,
allows using high bitrate throughout the entire orbit.
Without the HPA, high bitrate is only available in
parts of the orbit close to the perigee, as indicated
in Fig. 1. Due to the long duration of the mission,
the batteries are not usable any more and the solar
arrays have degraded significantly. Thus, available
power onboard is heavily limited and it is not possible to operate the HPA and the scientific instruments
at the same time. To maximise the collection of scientific data, the HPA is usually disabled and passes
have to be scheduled with that limitation.
As a consequence of the close formation of the
spacecraft, it is sometimes possible to schedule Multiple Spacecraft per Aperture (MSPA) passes. There,
one ground station is used to downlink data from

∗ For the sake of readability, the suffix ‘II’ is omitted when
The Cluster-II mission started as one of the cornerstone missions in ESA’s Horizon 2000 program. It talking about the Cluster-II mission in the rest of this work.
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3. Background and Related Work
Within this section, we provide an overview of the
most important related work and background knowledge for this work, which is the scheduling of ground
station passes for a set of spacecraft and recommendation and decision support systems in general.

Fig. 1: The orbit of the Cluster spacecraft around the
Earth and the achievable bitrate at different parts
of the orbit when the HPA is disabled. If the HPA
onboard the spacecraft were enabled, high bitrate
would usually be achievable throughout the orbit.
Figure adapted from [6].

two different spacecraft, reducing ground station usage time and cost. However, only one of the two
spacecraft can be commanded during MSPA passes,
which may impose a severe limitation and confines
the applicability of MSPA in certain situations.
Finally, while the operations of the four Cluster
spacecraft are highly automated and routine passes
can be fully handled by the automation system [7, 8],
it is still favoured to have the control room staffed
during passes to handle potential anomalies. For
this, a team of four spacecraft controllers is available. Since four people are not enough to cover 24/7
operations when accounting for holidays and other
absences, the control room cannot be staffed at all
times. Therefore, when planning the passes, the organisation of control room shifts also has to be taken
into account. This is done by scheduling passes for
all four spacecraft in parallel, making use of different ground stations. With this approach, more data
can be transmitted within one shift and there are
extended periods between the shifts without passes,
where the control room can be unstaffed. As already
stated, the operators of the ground station network
have no insight into most of these factors and the
pass scheduling is done manually by members of the
FCT. Each week, the ground station network operators first create a schedule with passes for all missions
except Cluster. This schedule is then provided to the
planner in the Cluster FCT, who creates the plan
for Cluster by checking the remaining ground station
availabilities and adding passes one shift at a time.
SpaceOps–2021–6,x1294

3.1 Satellite Range Scheduling
The problem of allocating tasks among a set of
satellites and a set of earthbound objects is known as
Satellite Range Scheduling (SRS). It addresses not
only the scheduling of ground station contacts, but
also scheduling tasks such as target observation on
the Earth by instruments onboard the spacecraft.
Possible approaches to solve such scheduling problems are manual, automated, and mixed-initiative
planning [9]. To schedule ground station passes, the
spacecraft operators use orbital models to identify
visibility windows during which contacts are possible. The duration of these windows depends on the
spacecraft orbits and the position of the ground stations. Based on available windows and the specific
mission requirements, the spacecraft operators generate a set of requests including minimum or maximum
duration of a contact, the earliest or latest execution
time, and, in some cases, the priority of the request.
These requests are forwarded to the ground station
network operator, who generates a schedule from the
requests of all missions. This process is followed, for
example, by ESTRACK for all ESA missions except
Cluster [10], by the US Air Force Satellite Control
Network [2], and by NASA’s Deep Space Network
(DSN) [11]. Typically, this kind of problem is oversubscribed, since there are more requests than can
be accommodated [2, 12]. The goal is to schedule as
many requests as possible, also considering prioritised
requests in some cases [13].
For the Cluster mission the pass scheduling problem is slightly different. Typically, there is enough
ground station time available to downlink all data.
The objective is, therefore, not to schedule as many
passes as possible, but to schedule the optimal set
of passes. However, defining an optimal schedule is
non-trivial due to the large set of constraints. Additionally, subsequent passes of Cluster are not independent from each other, in contrast to most SRS
problems. Each pass of a single spacecraft depends
on fill level evolution of the mass memory since the
last pass, which is not necessarily a linear increase
over time. Similarly, passes of different spacecraft
depend on each other based on factors such as shifts
in the control room and MSPA opportunities. TherePage 3 of 14
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fore, many algorithms and approaches applicable on the Model-based Management System for schedulgeneral SRS problems are not directly applicable to ing problems using a constraint satisfaction formuCluster.
lation [15]. This allows the identification of feasible
schedules and applies to a wide variety of scheduling
3.2 Recommendation and Decision Support Systems problems. However, they also note that an impleDecision support systems are used in various dif- mentation of this approach is highly dependent on
ferent domains and are meant to aid decision makers the specific areas and problem domains.
Fagerholt [20] successfully uses a decision support
with their analysis by presenting them relevant inforsystem
for the scheduling of a vessel fleet for ocean
mation and allowing them to interact with the sysshipping
by a heuristic algorithm. Before the decitem, compare different scenarios, and perform ‘whatsion
support
system was introduced, the vessel fleet
if’ trade-off analysis [14, 15]. Recommendation sysscheduling
problem
was also solved manually by expetems can be seen as a subclass of decision support sysrienced
planners.
This
problem, similar to the Clustems. While in a decision support system the focus is
ter
pass
planning
problem,
has many complex and
on structuring information, presenting it in a usable
format, and allowing ‘what-if’ analysis, recommenda- interdependent constraints making an optimal solution systems take things one step further by recom- tion hard to define. But due to the different nature of
the problem domains, the constraints themselves and
mending specific items of interest to the user [16].
Since these systems present the consequences of a the models describing the problem are very different
decision in an understandable form, they are espe- and cannot be adapted easily.
cially useful for problems where optimality is hard
to define, when users lack experience, or when the 4. Design and Implementation
information space is too large for the user to conWithin this work, we apply the general approach of
sider all the data [15, 16]. Therefore, decision support
a decision support system that includes and aids the
systems and recommendation systems have applicaexperienced human planners in the process of plan
tions in many different areas, such as healthcare [17],
creation to the complex problem of scheduling ground
entertainment [18], computer security [19], software
station passes in the Cluster mission. The problem is
engineering [16], or, as in this case, scheduling probformalised as a constrained optimisation problem and
lems [20].
solved by a recommendation system that is integrated
Ecker et al. [15] introduce a framework to apply dewithin an interactive and intuitive user interface. For
cision support systems to scheduling problems. They
the ease of understanding, we first describe the fronidentify three main components that are typical for
tend user interface followed by an in-depth descripdecision support systems:
tion of the recommendation system in the backend.
1. Database Management System
4.1 User Interface
2. Model-based Management System
To manually create a ground station pass schedule,
the
planner requires a variety of information, such
3. User Interface Management System
as the availability, time, and duration of ground staThe Database Management System stores the infor- tion visibility windows and the spacecraft memory
mation relevant to the specific decision problem. The fill levels. The FCT currently uses a self-developed
Model-based Management System implements differ- tool called ClusterWeb to display all this informaent domain specific models. They act on the stored tion in a timeline for the planner to use. But Clusdata in the Database Management System and the terWeb was developed early in the mission and is
user input to generate additional information or to both technologically outdated and difficult to mainvalidate decisions. In a recommendation system, this tain. Hence, a new timeline visualisation tool called
component is adapted to analyse the data and gen- OpsWeb [21, 22] has been developed at ESOC userate recommendations, thereby forming the recom- ing modern web technologies like the Angular framemendation engine [16]. The User Interface Man- work [23] and D3.js [24]. The OpsWeb backend is
agement System is the frontend of the application, based on Python and the Django web framework [25].
which presents both the data stored in the Database A RESTful API provides information to the frontend
Management System and created by the Model-based and external services.
Management System, allowing the user to explore
Within a planning tool, information should be prethe search space. Ecker et al. propose to implement sented in an accessible and intuitive manner. SpecifiSpaceOps–2021–6,x1294
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Fig. 2: The improved timeline visualisation in the new tool OpsWeb, displaying passes, science modes, the
mass memory fill level, and ground station visibilities and their properties all in one view.
cally, the following information was identified as nec- out by a darker line. Below each visibility, the posessary for the planner:
sible bitrate as given by a link budget model is indicated in green (high bitrate), yellow (low bitrate),
1. The mass memory fill level of each spacecraft and or red (no dump possible). MSPA opportunities are
how it evolves over time.
displayed by grey bars over a visibility. Additional
details are displayed when the user hovers the mouse
2. The science operating modes of each spacecraft.
over an item. To improve the overview, only visi3. The time and duration of ground station visibil- bilities that fulfil a minimum requirement of usable
downlink time are displayed, unusable visibilities are
ity windows.
filtered out.
Once the planner starts the recommendation sys4. The bookings of ground stations by other mistem,
the generated pass recommendations are dissions.
played in the timeline as well and can be accepted,
5. The theoretically achievable bitrate, as given by modified, or deleted by the planner. Since the tool
the link budget, for each visibility window.
should allow the planner to interactively create a
plan, there is a time limit on how long the creation
6. The availability of MSPA passes.
of recommendations should take. When the planner
takes an action, like modifying a pass, a new set of
Additionally, as already stated, the visualisation shall
recommendations based on the new situation should
allow the ‘what-if’ analysis for human planners. The
be generated in the order of a few seconds. This limits
old tool ClusterWeb only offers very basic support for
the possible complexity of the algorithm generating
this, since not all relevant information is displayed
the recommendations, which will be discussed later
immediately, but needs to be accessed manually one
on.
by one. Further, making changes like modifying a
pass requires multiple steps, making the comparison
4.2 Creating Recommendations
of different plans very slow.
As discussed in Section 3, the problem of creatThe interactive visualisation with the recommening
pass recommendations can be modelled as a condation system presented in this work is built on top of
strained
optimisation problem. An objective function
OpsWeb. We designed the user interface to display all
that
describes
the quality of a schedule is optimised
required inputs in the main view. An excerpt for one
with
respect
to
certain constraints. These constraints
of the four spacecraft can be seen in Fig. 2. Passes are
are
imposed
by
the ground stations, the spacecraft,
displayed by blue boxes and labelled with the ground
and
the
mission
objectives. They are the following
station and the start and end time. The background
for
the
Cluster
pass
scheduling problem:
colour gives the operating modes of the scientific instruments onboard and the green line shows the fill
• All data generated by the spacecraft should be
level of the mass memory. Ground station visibilities
downlinked, no data should be lost.
are displayed with purple bars, with times where the
• Some science operations cannot be paused and
ground station is booked for another mission crossed
SpaceOps–2021–6,x1294
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prevent the parallel downlink of data.

the relation between passes and science modes, were
added in the same manner.
• Utilisation of ground station time should be minConstraints related to the memory fill level are deimal to save cost.
fined using a fill level model, which provides the function
• As a consequence of the previous constraints, the
number of high bitrate passes and MSPA opporfill : SC × R → [0, 100],
(4)
tunities should be maximal.
where fill (sc, t) gives the memory fill level of space• Multiple passes should be grouped to simplify craft sc at time t in percent based on the scheduled
the shifts for spacecraft controllers.
science modes and previous passes.
The mass memory should never fill up completely,
The main challenge is the definition of a suitable ob- since this would result in the loss of data. To keep
jective function, since the notion of an optimal sched- some margin in case of ground station anomalies,
ule is hard to define due to this variety of partially there should always be a pass before the fill level
competing goals. In the following, we will discuss the reaches 80 %:
formalisation of these goals and constraints as well as
∀r ∈Recommendations, ∀sc ∈ SC :
the approach to define and find an optimal solution.
(5)
fill (sc, rstart ) ≤ 80.
4.2.1 Formalisation of Constraints
Similarly, passes should end once the memory was
Altogether, the formalisation of the Cluster pass
downlinked
completely:
scheduling problem is comprised of 14 different hard
constraints and 4 soft constraints. Within the scope
∀r ∈Recommendations :
of this paper, we limit this to provide a basic overview
fill (rsc , rstart )
of our formalisation.
.
(6)
rend − rstart ≤
Downlink Rate
Booked passes p, visibilities v, and the recommenAs described above, it is favourable to take as
dations created by the algorithm r are given by vecmany
passes as possible in high bitrate mode to mintors consisting of the spacecraft sc, ground station
imise
the
cost associated to ground station usage. In
gs, start time start, and end time end:
routine operations, there are usually enough ground
p = (psc , pgs , pstart , pend ) ∈ SC × GS × R × R,
station visibilities available to downlink all data using
v = (vsc , vgs , vstart , vend ) ∈ SC × GS × R × R, (1) high bitrate only. Therefore, we simplify the problem by adding a constraint that all recommendations
r = (rsc , rgs , rstart , rend ) ∈ SC × GS × R × R.
should be high bitrate passes. If a low bitrate pass
The set of spacecraft SC and the set of ground sta- is necessary in special circumstances, the planner can
add it manually.
tions GS are given by
4.2.2 The Objective Function and Soft Constraints
As described above, defining optimality for an enGS = {KIR1, KRU, MSP, NNO, VIL1, YAT}.
tire planning period of one week is not possible due
The pass start and end time are given as real numbers to the partially competing goals. Instead, inspired
describing the number of seconds after the start of the by the approach of the human planner, we create the
schedule one shift at a time. Defining optimality for
planning horizon.
With this definition, constraints are modelled us- one shift is straightforward. To make best use of the
ing first order logic. For example, the basic constraint time where the control room is staffed, as much data
that all recommended passes have to occur during a as possible should be downlinked during each shift.
This can easily be formalised and solved by a convisibility is given by
strained optimisation solver:
∀r ∈ Recommendations ∃v ∈ Visibilities :
max f1 , where
rsc = vsc ∧ rgs = vgs ∧ rstart ≥ vstart ∧ rend ≤ vend .
f1 (Recommendations) =
(3)
X
((rend − rstart ) ∗ Downlink Rate) .
Additional constraints relating to the maximum or
r ∈ Recommendations
(7)
minimum time between different passes, as well as
SC = {CLU1, CLU2, CLU3, CLU4},

SpaceOps–2021–6,x1294
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Since all recommendations are limited to high biConclusively, the final objective function used for
trate only, maximising the downlinked data volume the constrained optimisation problem is given by
is equal to maximising the summed duration of all
max f , where
passes, since the constraint in Eq. 6 limits the maxif (Recommendations) =
mum pass duration to prevent the memory from runX
ning empty during the downlink:
((r
−r
) − penalty(r)) .
end

max f2 , where
f2 (Recommendations) =
X
(rend − rstart ) .

(10)
(8)

r ∈ Recommendations

This approach is shown in Fig. 3. The planning
horizon for the algorithm starts with the end of the
last scheduled shift, indicated by the last booked
ground station pass, as shown in Fig. 3a. The end
of the planning horizon is given by Eq. 5, i.e., when
the first spacecraft reaches a memory fill level of 80 %.
This is the latest instance a pass should start based on
safety margins to overcome possible contingencies on
ground stations. Within this planning horizon, recommendations are calculated for one shift only, and
the planning horizon updated accordingly, as shown
in Fig. 3b. Scheduling one shift at a time significantly reduces the considered length of the planning
horizon and the number of passes that need to be
scheduled. Therefore, the search space with this approach is smaller, which reduces the computational
complexity and the time it takes to find an optimal
recommendation.
To further specify certain limitations, additional
soft constraints are introduced to the objective function. As an example, if the mass memory of one
spacecraft were still relatively full at the end of a shift,
an overflow would be imminent in the next shift and
require a quick resolution. Thus, the available planning horizon for the next shift would be very short,
potentially resulting in an overall sub-optimal schedule. To prevent this, the fill level of all spacecraft
should be low at the end of a shift. This is formalised
as a soft constraint by applying a penalty to the objective function:


if fill (rsc , rend ) ≤ 40,
0
penalty(r) = 60
if 40 < fill (rsc , rend ) ≤ 50, (9)


120 if fill (rsc , rend ) > 50.
As a result, scenarios in which all spacecraft have
medium fill levels at the end of a shift are favoured
over scenarios in which some spacecraft have low and
some have high fill levels, making the scheduling of
the next shift easier.
SpaceOps–2021–6,x1294
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r ∈ Recommendations

4.2.3 Implementation
We integrated the ground station pass recommendations component into the OpsWeb backend. Available interfaces were extended to provide access to the
recommendation component from the frontend and
vice versa. Furthermore, we exposed available interfaces that provide access to ground station visibility
windows, science operations, and similar information
to the recommendation component.
The constrained optimisation problem as given
in Eq. 10 with all hard and soft constraints is implemented in the backend using the theorem prover
z3 [26]. It is a freely available, open source optimisation framework that allows to easily model constraints and optimisation functions. Additionally, the
z3 Python wrapper allows a straightforward integration into the OpsWeb backend.
The vectors for recommendations r are modelled
as a set of variables as defined in Section 4.2.1. These
variables are set as target variables for z3 that need
to be found. The constraints of the scheduling problem were similarly modelled as z3 constraints. The
objective function described in Eq. 10 and the z3
constraints were combined in an optimisation object,
which then is used by the z3 framework to solve the
optimisation problem.
When initialised, the recommendation component
gathers all required information for the scheduling of
ground station passes, populates the z3 model, and
provides the calculated results to the OpsWeb frontend. Here, the information and the recommendations are visualised together. The planner can interact with the given recommendations and is able to
accept, modify, or delete them. Every time the planner modifies the schedule or a specific ground station
pass, the recommendations are updated to take the
new situation into account. Similarly, new recommendations are created when the former recommendations are accepted for the schedule.
Calculating multiple pass recommendations within
the planning horizon is, nevertheless, complicated,
most notably due to the interdependency between
passes on the same spacecraft. An earlier pass
Page 7 of 14
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(a) The planning horizon of the proposed scheduler. The planning horizon of the scheduler starts at the end of the
last booked pass (here for spacecraft 4) and goes until the time where the memory fill level, as indicated by the green
line, of the first spacecraft reaches 80 % (in this case spacecraft 3).

(b) The pass recommendations created by the recommendation engine inside the previous planning horizon. The
planning horizon is then updated for the next shift.

Fig. 3: The planning horizon starts with the end of the last booked pass and ends when the first spacecraft
reaches a memory fill level of 80 % (top). The shift was selected to allow for the highest possible data
volume while considering all constraints (bottom).
SpaceOps–2021–6,x1294
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reduces the memory fill level, which consequently
changes the requirements for later passes. To find
the optimal passes in one step, even within the limited scope of a single shift, thus would require considering all possible combinations. Because of the
imposed long run times for the recommendation algorithm, this would prevent an interactive planning
process that provides the human planner with quick
updates and recommendations for every change that
is made.
To overcome this issue, we use a two-step approach
for the creation of recommendations instead. In each
step, a maximum number of one pass per spacecraft –
in total a maximum of four passes – is scheduled.
The first step schedules up to one pass per spacecraft such that the overall downlinked data volume
is maximised, as shown in Fig. 3b. After that, the
evolution of the memory fill level is updated accordingly. If there are usable ground station windows left
during the shift and the memory was not completely
emptied, a second step then adds again up to one
additional ground station pass per spacecraft, for a
total maximum of eight passes after both steps, as
shown in Fig. 4. The passes recommended by the algorithm are shown in green and numbered with the
step in which they were created. For spacecraft one
and four, the pass created in the first step is sufficient to fully empty the mass memory by the end of
the shift. For spacecraft three, an additional pass
was added in the second step, since a ground stations was available and there was still data left to be
transmitted. Spacecraft two also has data left to be
dumped, but a science operation as indicated by the
blue background prevented further downlink operation. The red pass for spacecraft one in Fig. 4 is not
recommended by the algorithm but shows why keeping track of the memory fill level between the steps
is necessary. Looking at the red pass only, it would
make sense to schedule it, since it is during the same
shift as the other passes and the memory is not empty
during this pass. However, adding this pass would
make the later pass added in the first step unnecessarily long, wasting ground station time. Hence, the
fill level remaining after the first step is taken into
account when creating passes in the second step to
prevent this.

Fig. 4: The passes in green are a set of recommendations generated by the recommendation algorithm. Numbers label the step during which they
were created. The red pass of spacecraft one would
not be recommended, since the memory would run
empty during the later pass.

for extra ground contacts to support special operations like manoeuvres or eclipses can hardly be integrated in a formal model. It is much easier for a human planer to consider such factors, but also to make
Besides the given recommendations for conceptu- the decision to tolerate a less optimal plan for indially optimal plans, a major aspect of our approach vidual requirements. Nevertheless, the recommendais that the human planner is not constraint to these tions provide the best choices given the formalised
recommended passes. Especially soft factors like per- constraints and, therefore, should reduce the required
sonal preferences of individual staff in the control time to create a pass schedule, which is evaluated in
room for shift start and end times or requirements the next section.
SpaceOps–2021–6,x1294
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5. Evaluation
This work provides a twofold evaluation of the proposed recommendation system. First, we conduct a
small user study that assesses the impact of the given
recommendation system on the manual planning process. We compare the presented system based on OpsWeb against the fully manual planning process in the
currently used tool ClusterWeb. Secondly, we used
the recommendation system to retro-actively create
plans for the years 2016 – 2019 by accepting all recommendations without changes. These automatically
generated schedules are compared against the available, manually created historic schedules of the same
time period by a set of quality metrics.
5.1 User Study
Both the improved user interface of OpsWeb, as
well as the pass recommendations are expected to
have an impact on the scheduling process. We asked
four members of the Cluster FCT to create pass
schedules in three scenarios: (i) Manual planning using the current ClusterWeb tool, (ii) manual planning without recommendations using OpsWeb, and
(iii) manual planning with recommendations using
OpsWeb. For each scenario, each participant created
a schedule for one week. The dates of the weeks were
chosen such that they are representative for routine
operations where no manoeuvres or eclipses occur.
For the comparison of scenario (ii) and (iii), the participants were split in two groups to counterbalance
the bias of planning different weeks with and without the recommendation system. Thus, one group
planned a week using scenario (ii), while the other
group planned the same week using scenario (iii), and
vice versa. Similarly, the execution order of the scenarios was shuffled for each participant. We measured
the time it took each participant to create the different schedules in the different scenarios.
Note that scenario (i) serves as a baseline, providing necessary information on the individual performance of participants. The measured planning time
correlates with the subjective expertise of each participant, which is based on how often the task is
performed in regular work time. In this scenario,
the most experienced planner of the FCT required
around 30 minutes to plan one week. In contrast, the
less experienced planners required between one hour
and two hours for the same task.
Within the second scenario, using the improved
user interface of OpsWeb without recommendations,
a significant decrease in the required time can be
noted in comparison to the first scenario for all parSpaceOps–2021–6,x1294

ticipants. Most planners required around 30 minutes
to plan one week, with the fastest completing the
planning process in just over 15 minutes. This result
may affirm our hypothesis, that the improved user
interface eases the planning process by providing an
intuitive and direct visualisation of all required information in one view.
With interactive recommendations activated in
the third scenario, the required planning time was
reduced further. The direct comparison of the
required planning times for each participant with
and without recommendations, respectively, is presented in Table 1. All four participants required
around 10 minutes to complete one week of planning,
which is only about a third of the time without recommendations.
In general, we conclude that the goal of improving the planning process with the new recommendation system was achieved. Especially for the inexperienced planners there were significant time savings and it can be observed that with the improved
user interface and the recommendation system the
planning times are largely independent of the planners experience level, which was not the case for the
ClusterWeb tool. Modifications of the recommendations were mostly done due to personal preferences
of shift times and shift duration, resulting in less efficient shifts that however suited the work time of the
FCT much better.
5.2 Long-term Comparison of Recommendation
Quality on Historic Data
While the user study provides some measurement
of the impact of recommendations on the scheduling
process, it offers no insight into the quality of the
created recommendations. For this, we performed a
long-term assessment of the recommendation quality based on historic data and the manually created
schedules for this period. The schedules were automatically created by calculating recommendations as
described in Section 4.2 and accepting all of them
without change. Records of the same data that is
currently used as input were collected for the years
of 2016 – 2019. We then compared the automatically
generated schedules with the manually created schedules during this time using the following metrics:
• Tracking Hours specifies how many ground
station hours are used; it is the summed duration
of all passes of all four spacecraft.
• Downlink Hours measures the time data is
downlinked from the Cluster spacecraft. Because
Page 10 of 14
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Table 1: The times it took the probands to plan each week. Depending on the group, either week 1 or week 2
was planned with the interactive recommendation engine enabled.
Week 1

Week 2

Proband

Interactive Recommendations
on
off

on

off

A
B
C
D

9:33 minutes
11:40 minutes

9:45 minutes
8:30 minutes
-

33:30 minutes
15:30 minutes

31 minutes
27:30 minutes
-

data is downlinked from two spacecraft at the
same time using a single ground station during
MSPA passes, downlink hours is typically larger
than tracking hours w.r.t. the number of used
MSPA passes.
• Billed Hours is a metric for the cost associated
to the usage of a ground station. In addition
to the number of ground station hours, it also
depends on additional factors such as the station reconfiguration time, which, in some cases,
is billed to the mission as well.
• Shifts per Week states for how many shifts
spacecraft controller need to be present in the
control room to cover all passes, measured per
week. It indicates how well passes are clustered
together and how hard it would be to create a
shift plan.

Fig. 5: Box plot comparison of the different metrics
aggregated for each week. For each metric, the
left box denotes the generated and the right box
the manual historic plan. The bold line denotes
the median, boxes the 25th and 75th percentiles,
whiskers the 5th and 95th percentiles. Outliers are
drawn with individual markers.

• Mean Shift Length gives the average duration
of all shifts during the period.
The mean values for the given metrics are provided
for both the manual historic and the automatic schedules in Table 2. The values for the downlink, tracking, and billed hours are given as monthly averages
aggregated for each year.
Similarly, Fig. 5 provides the same metrics as a box
plot visualisation for weekly aggregates of the year
2018. The other years in the considered time period
show similar results. The left box in solid lines shows
the automatically generated plan and the right box
in dashed lines shows the manual plan for each metric, respectively. The bold purple line is the median,
the box denotes the 25th and 75th percentiles, and
the whiskers represents the 5th and 95th percentiles.
Values outside this range are considered outliers and
drawn with individual markers. The colour of the
boxes match the colour of the respective metric on
the ordinate.
SpaceOps–2021–6,x1294

Comparing the number of shifts and the average
shift length shows that the recommendation system
generally schedules fewer, but longer shifts compared
to the human planner. This is due to the objective
of downlinking as much data during a shift as possible, which has the side effect of extending shifts as
much as possible. This could be adjusted according to preferences by modifying the constraints for
the maximum shift duration or by adding penalties
for longer shifts. Comparing the downlink, tracking,
and billed hours, it can be seen that the automatic
and the manual plan behave relatively similar. The
automatic plan generally uses fewer hours than the
manual plan in all three metrics. One reason for this
is that the manual plan contains additional passes
for special operations, such as manoeuvre preparation and verification or eclipse operations. The recommendation engine creates passes only for routine
operations based on the available data, and therePage 11 of 14
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Table 2: The different plan metrics over the years for automatically generated plans with the recommendation
system and the historic plans created manually over the same period. On average, the two approaches
perform very similar, but the automatic generation results in fewer, but longer shifts in general.
Year
2016
2017
2018
2019

Plan

Mean Monthly
Downlink Hours

Mean Monthly
Tracking Hours

Mean Monthly
Billed Hours

Shifts per
Week

Mean Shift
Length

manual
auto
manual
auto
manual
auto
manual
auto

347.1 h
316.5 h
371.8 h
311.7 h
360.3 h
333.8 h
372.1 h
338.2 h

351.7 h
292.6 h
371.8 h
311.7 h
329.5 h
300.8 h
354.5 h
320.5 h

441.2 h
354.9 h
412.6 h
377.2 h
384.9 h
362.8 h
415.3 h
388.4 h

9.4
5.2
9.1
4.9
8.6
4.7
7.0
4.0

5.9 h
7.3 h
6.2 h
8.1 h
6.3 h
8.4 h
6.4 h
8.6 h

fore, cannot include such activities in this evaluation.
Also, note that the ordinates do not start at zero due
to visualisation reasons.
Although the algorithm is designed to be part of
an interactive, human-controlled tool, it showed that
automated schedule creation in this iterative, sequential approach is possible nonetheless. The results of
the automatic assessment show that the recommendation system provides feasible schedules for long periods without human interaction. However, this is
true for routine operations but not for special operations and constraints that may arise during the
live mission operation still require a human planner
to interfere. Nevertheless, we conclude that the recommendation system in its current state is capable
of providing recommendations of high quality that
are directly comparable to the results of an experienced human planner. The recommendation system
is, thus, applicable for the scheduling of ground station passes even with inexperienced planners. And as
shown in the first part of this evaluation, using the
recommendation system greatly enhances the planning efficiency of a human planner regardless of the
experience level.

source theorem prover z3 to solve this optimisation
problem. By combining the experience of human
planners with an interactive and visually intuitive
recommendation tool, we provide a significant improvement to the overall planning process. In a user
study with members of the Cluster FCT, planning a
full week of ground station passes took only a third of
the time with the recommendation tool compared to
without the tool. Furthermore, we highlighted that
the human-like iterative approach for the creation of
shift-wise pass recommendations can also be used to
automatically create plans for routine operation by
comparing four years of historic plans with generated
plans of the same time period.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

Future work may include the improvement of the
recommendation system, for example by adding more
quality-of-life features in the OpsWeb frontend, or
extending the set of hard or soft constraints in the
backend. As already stated, the adaptation of constraints like the maximum shift length or including
a penalty for prolonged shifts is also possible to suit
the needs of individual planners and operators. This
could also include the use of shift plans and individual
constraints for each of the operators in the respective
shifts as input for further optimisation.

In this paper, we presented an interactive, semiautomated recommendation system to improve the
process of creating a ground station pass schedule
for ESA’s Cluster mission. The vast number of constraints and competing goals in the Cluster pass planning problem are the reason that plans created in
previous automation efforts performed worse than
plans created manually by experienced team members. We formalised these constraints as a constrained optimisation problem and used the open

At the time of writing this paper, OpsWeb and the
recommendation tool are gradually integrated into
the everyday mission operation of the Cluster FCT
and the Cluster mission itself. With the modular definition of constraints and their implementation, this
tool can be adapted to suit altering or completely new
needs in the ground station pass planning. Furthermore, is ensures that the planning process can also
be performed by inexperienced users, in an efficient
and intuitive manner.
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